Synergies between RIM and RMA: the Flemish case
Promote cooperation within and share knowledge among the research information community and interoperability of research information through CERIF, the Common European Research Information Format.
Strategic partners
FRIS - needs & drivers

• Correct, actual, complete research information
  • Maximum reuse of research information
  • By connecting data silo’s
  • Reducing system costs

• CRIS services & applications
  • Administrative reduction or research reporting
  • Increased strategic intelligence
  • Efficient & effective policy monitoring
  • More information services
FRIS – semantic interoperability

Data providers landscape

- Universities (5)
- University Colleges (13)
- Strategic Research centres (4)
- Research Institutes (20)
- Funders (2)
- ECOOM
FRIS – CERIF

Specification (conceptual level)
Model (logical level)
Database scripts (physical level)
FRIS – basic components

CERIF1.6

Governance structure

- Principles, Guidelines, Governance structures
- Governance model
- FRIS 2.0 meta model
- Governance Implementation
- Information models
- Business Rules
- Classification Schemes
- Code Sets
- Validation Rules
- Data Exchange & Storage Schemes
FRIS – inter-organizational semantic alignment

- Definition of required business concepts on the meta-level
- Collaborative, machine-readable manner
- Full-cycle business semantics management
FRIS – financial reporting
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FRIS – financial reporting

Reporting on public research funding

• Legal framework (BOF (art.68), IOF (art. 20/1))
  • Reporting on public research funding, approved 2019
• Clarification of concepts
• Alignment with processes
FRIS – short term perspectives

• Flemish Open Science Policy
  • KPI measurement on Open Science
    • ORCID
    • Open Access label
    • DMP
    • FAIR data label
    • Open data label

• Inclusion of validated indicators
  used for dividing interuniversity means
Synergies between RIM and RMA

**RIM**
- output / final products
- outreach

**RMA**
- follows research processes
- internal/external purposes
  - outreach, monitoring, benchmarking
  - QA, increased collaboration, …
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FRIS – semantic layer